
You Are Not Alone
New York artists launch social good mural project spreading message  

of compassion, connectedness, and support

Brooklyn, NY (May 6, 2019) – A mural project titled You Are Not Alone launched this week across New York City, 
timed to coincide with Mental Health Awareness Month, with murals by Dirty Bandits, Adam Fu, and Jason Naylor. 
The project is conceived of and curated by designer, illustrator, and mural painter Annica Lydenberg (Dirty Bandits) 
and Samantha Schutz, mental health advocate and critically-acclaimed author of the anxiety disorder memoir, 
I Don’t Want to Be Crazy. Though inspired by a compassion for those struggling with mental health issues, the 
murals are intended to have broad appeal and offer support to anyone who feels misunderstood, victimized,  
or abandoned.

The three debut murals are be visible in select Brooklyn locations. Each artist worked in the same color palette 
and illustrated the phrase: You Are Not Alone. While the murals are unified, each artist brought his or her unique 
visual and emotional interpretation to the project.

“The murals belong to everyone and no one simultaneously,” says Lydenberg. “The phrase You Are Not Alone holds 
tremendous power for me because of its universality. As a supporter of everything from mental health dialogues 
to racial justice to LGBTQ rights, I want to be seen as an ally. We all need more allies, and painting this mural 
allows me to put that forward.”

For Schutz, “the murals remind viewers that no matter what challenges each of us is dealing with, our emotions 
are universal. No one is immune to anxiety, grief, anger, shame, and sadness. We are fundamentally connected 
through our humanity and, therefore, never alone.”

Repetition is an important component of the project. Whether people see these murals in person—or virtually 
via #youarenotalonemurals—the goal is for viewers to feel seen and supported, no matter what challenges they 
are facing. The more often someone comes in contact with the message, the greater the impact and the more 
supported he or she will feel.

On the project Fu says, “Having lost several friends to suicide and depression, this cause is incredibly close and 
personal to me. I was so drawn to this mural project as I am always striving to bring messages to the public that 
encourage and remind people that we are a global community.”

“Art is a way to bring unity and togetherness,” says Naylor. “And public art is the most inclusive way that I know 
how to spread this message. Let the murals serve as a reminder that you are special, you have value, and you 
deserve love.”

The aim is to grow the project beyond New York to other cities across the country in the months and years to 
come.  Anyone with available public wall space to lend can contact the organizers through the project webpage,  
youarenotalonemurals.com.
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402 McGuiness Blvd, Greenpoint, Brooklyn 
Dirty Bandits (@dirtybandits) 

75 Scott Avenue, Bushwick, Brooklyn 
Adam Fu (@adamfu) and Dirty Bandits (@dirtybandits)

109 Wilson Avenue, Bushwick, Brooklyn 
Jason Naylor (@jasonnaylor)
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Annica Lydenberg of Dirty Bandits is an art director, lettering artist, illustrator, and mural painter working with 
agencies and brands to create more authentic products, campaigns, and spaces. Work done by Dirty Bandits is 
fueled by Annica’s deep appreciation for type, her interest in storytelling, and dedication to brands and individuals 
working for social good. Projects include working with companies on campaigns, branding, books, lettering  
projects, and murals. 
dirtybandits.com

Jason is an award-winning artist, designer, and creative director who has been working in NYC for 15 years.  
Jason’s work consists of bright colors and rich blacks and regularly contains messages of positivity. He believes 
that kindness is the key to success, and his artwork reflects his zeal for life, his quest for joy, and his love of LOVE.  
jasonnaylorcreative.com

Adam Fujita is a Product Designer and artist living and working in Brooklyn, New York. Adam uses his neon street 
art as a way to make political statements and protests about issues he feels need a light shined on them including 
gender issues, police violence, women’s rights, corporate greed, and nativism.  
adamkfujita.com

Samantha Schutz is Publishing Director at Hachette Book Group, a mental health advocate, and the author of the 
acclaimed anxiety disorder memoir, I Don’t Want to Be Crazy. She curates You Make Me Feel Less Alone, a creative 
community of mental health support that features submissions of original art and writing.  
samantha-schutz.com
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